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ABSTRACT 
The classical overrelaxation method,  applicable to second order elliptic partial differential equa- 
t ions, is extended to hybr id systems of  ftrst order equations. It is shown both  by theory and by  an 
example that the method has first order convergence rate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of solving numerically the first 
order system of partial differential equations, written in 
quasi-linear form : 
It is assumed that this system is hybrid with respect to 
all space directions. 
From the general theory of partial differential equations 
it can be concluded that a system of form (1) is to be 
classified with respect o the x-direction, according to 
the properties of the matrix K : 
g = k I A i l  A 2 +k 2 AiI A 3 
In accordance with [1] the system (1) is said to be hyper- 
boric with respect to the x-direction if all eigenvalues of 
K are real and corresponding eigenvectors can be made 
linearly independent for aU real k I and k 2, and it is said 
to be elliptic if all eigenvalues of K are non-real for real 
k 1 and k 2. Not all authors using this term in the same 
meaning, we call it "parabolic" if all eigenvalues are real 
but corresponding eigenvectors cannot be made linearly 
independent. We car the system (1) hybrid in all other 
Cg~S.  
When the system (1) is elliptic with respect to all space 
variables or when a space direction exists in which the 
system is hyperbolic, appropriate techniques can be 
chosen for solving (1). 
This is not possible any more when the system is hybrid. 
In this case a solution technique cannot easily be found 
unless a time dependent system can be constructed in
the form of : 
which is hyperbolic with respect to time. 
An easy way to solve (1) is then to use a hyperbolic 
technique on (2) until a steady state is reached. This 
approach is called the time-marching technique. 
For a physical problem, the equations (1) correspond to 
the steady formulation. The equations (2) correspond 
to the transient formulation. Hence, for a physical prob- 
lem, which is spatially hybrid, an assodated hyperbolic 
time-dependent system can easily be found. In this case 
without loss of generality B can be assumed to be the 
unity matrix. 
By a first order system of form (2), a perturbation with 
respect to steady state can not be damped. Hence, steady 
state only can be reached by interaction with boundaries. 
Only in the rather special case, the system (2) can be 
decoupled into sub-sets of equations which have a steady 
part that is hyperbolic, initial deviations with respect to 
steady state are expulsed at the boundaries. A properly 
chosen hyperbolic technique then converges lastly to 
the steady state. The characteristic conoids correspon- 
cling to this case are depicted in figure 1. The hybrid 
nature of the steady equations arises from the fact that 
there does not exist a common space direction for which 
all sub.sets are hyperbolic. 
~t 
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Fig. 1. Characteristic conoids for a system with two sub- 
sets which both are hyperbolic in space. 
The characteristic conoids for a more general case are 
shown in figure 2. The equations can be decoupled into 
subsets that have a hyperbolic steady part and an elliptic 
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Fig. 2. Characteristic onoids for a sys~ 
tem with two subsets. One subset 
is hyperbolic in space, the other is 
elliptic in space 
steady part. Reflections at the boundary correspond to 
the elliptic part. 
In this case to accelerate convergence of the time-: 
marching technique, only some damping can be intro- 
duced numerically. 
This numerical damping however, should be kept low, 
in order not to destroy the accuracy of the steady solu- 
tion. Therefore, time-marching techniques can only have 
a small convergence rate. 
By defining the convergence rate as the inverse of the 
number of iterations necessary to damp a perturbation 
to the steady state, a number of magnitudes, it is found 
that the fastest ime-marching technique has a conver- 
gence rate of the order ofAx z [2]. Ax is a dimensionless 
mesh size. 
In this paper it is shown how overrelaxation techniques 
can be used to solve the system of equations (1). It is 
proved that the convergence rate is of the order of Ax, 
even when the system is hybrid by combining both elliptic 
and hyperbolic features in steady state. 
2. DEFINITION OF AN OVERRELAXATION METHOD 
In the sequel, the commonly applied analogy between 
iteration levels and time steps will be used. The time level 
t stands for the iteration level n and t +At for n + 1. 
We define a relaxation method as a method that fulfils 
the following three conditions. 
i) The order condition. 
In a rdaxation method of order N, preliminary values 
~1' g2 ..... ~N are calculated for the state at level 
t+At. These are relaxed according to : 
(t + At) = r I gl +r2~2 + "'" +rNgN¢" 
, +(1 - r l - r  2 .... -rN) ~(t) 
ii) The serial condition. 
As soon as the state is calculated in some point (x,y,z) 
on the level t+At, the state at level t and the pre- 
liminary values at level t are no longer used. 
iii) The convergence rate condition. 
The convergence rate is critically dependent upon 
the relaxation factors rl, r 2 ..... r N. 
In the vicinity of optimal relaxation, the convergence 
rate is 0 (Ax), elsewhere it is of a higher order. 
According to this definition, the classic overrelaxation 
method for a second order elliptic equation is a first 
order method [3]. 
3. OVERRELAXATION FOR A SINGLE ONE-DIMEN- 
SIONAL EQUATION 
A one-dimensional single equation model for (1) is 
simply : 
df  _ 0 (3) 
dx 
In the time-dependent analogy, a relaxation scheme 
applied on (3) can be seen as the discretisation of an 
equivalent time dependent equation, constructed by 
Taylor expansion of the discrete quation. Under the 
condition that the discretisation is stable, this equivalent 
time-dependent equation describes the dynamics of the 
numerical scheme. 
Up to higher order terms (HOT), the equivalent time- 
dependent equation of a relaxation scheme for (3) has 
the form : 
a f+ a f+b la2f+b 2 a2f ..ok a2 f+HOT= 0. 
a l~  a2~x ~tt 2 ax--~T -u3  ax--2 
(4) 
Then, the dynamics of the scheme can be analysed by 
the substitution of a harmonic perturbation of the 
steady state :
f = e ot ejt~0x 
This gives 
alo +a2(Jw )+b l  o2 +b2o(Jw ) +b3(-w2 ) = 0 
-al-JWb2 + [a12- w2(b 2-4blb3) + 2jw(alb 2- 2a2b 1)]1/2 
°1,2-- 2b I 
Generally, the order of magnitude of the coefficients i : 
a I = 0(At ) ,  a 2 = 0(Ax) 
(S) 
b I = 0(At2), b 2 = 0(AtAx), b 3 = 0(Ax 2) 
With (5), 01 and 02 are in leading order : 
2 . .  2.2 
o I = -jeo a2-  co 2 a la2b lb2-a l ° l °3 -a2D1 
al a13bl 
o2=- jw  ~b 2 a~] al 
- -~1"1 
Hence 
Ax 2 
Re (01) = 0 (~- ) ,  Re(o2) = 0(~t) 
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The scheme generating the equivalent equation C 4) is 
stable for 
Re(Ol)~0 and Re(o2)~0 
An initial perturbation generates two waves. One wave 
moves with velocity a2/a I and is damped 0(AX2/At). The 
second wave is damped 0(1/At). 
An analysis which includes higher order terms in the 
equivalent equation yields the same results. One wave is 
damped 0(AX2/At) and all other waves are damped 
0(1/At). The least damped wave corresponds to the low- 
est order part of the equivalent equation. 
The damping of this wave can be increased by augmenting 
the order of the coefficients a 1, b 1, c 1, d I .... with one 
order Ax. 
The equivalent equation is then : 
a f .  a f - ,  --~02£+b 2 a2f +b 02f +c 2 a3f 
al ~--ra2 ~xx -rD1 at 2 ~ 38-- ~ 0t20x 
+c 3 03f +c 403f+HOT=0 
oto  
with : 
a I = o(/\tAx),' a 2 = o(Ax) 
b I = 0 (At2Ax), b 2 = 0 (AtAx), b 3 = 0 (Ax2) 
c 2 0 (At2Ax), c 3 = 0 (AtAx2), c 4 = 0 (AX3) 
Fourier analysis gives : 
o2(bl +j¢oc2)+ o(a I +j¢ob 2- ¢o2c3) 
+ (jwa 2 -jo03c 4 - co2b3) = 0 
Up to lowest order of magnitude : 
• + 2 2 2 . 1/2 
-al-JO0b2-[al-o0 (b2-4a2c2)+2jw(alb2-2bla2)] 
°1,2 = 2 (b I +jtoc2) 
Then : 
Re(Ol) = _602 a2(alb2 - bla2) = 0(~-t) 
3 
a I 
al _ 0(~tt ) 
Although the previous analysis, based on the equivalent 
time dependent equation, seems rather heuristic, the 
following examples illustrate its ability to discover the 
optimal relaxation parameter. 
df/dx = 0 is discretised by : 
(n+ 1) ~ (n) 
-p f(x-~ai:)+q ~'(x) +(p--q)f(x~-Ax) = 0 
with q#:0 this is : 
(n+l) (n) 
= ) + [ f( -Ax) - + ( - P) +AT)] 
q q 
f(n+l) Inl (6) 
(x), = r f'(x) + (1-r)f x 
This gives : 
q~ rf~x-Ax)+ ( l -r)  f /x/+ (1- q~) rf/x+Ax) 
The equivalent time-dependent quation is : 
(r~-p)At ~-~ + (2p-q) Ax af + lq  a2f ~xx z ( r  -p)At2 at-'2 
a 2 
+pAtAx ~--~-~t- 2~Ax a2f +1 (q 03f 
~xx2-6" r-P)At3 0t 3 
1 - -2 - -  02f a3f - -pat  LXx _ - PAtAx 2 
2 0t20x q 0tax 2 
+ 1(2p-q) Ax3 a3f +HOT = 0 
6 0x 3 
According to the previous analysis, the optimal relaxa- 
tion factor is r 0 = q/p. 
First example : p = .8 q = .6 r 0 = .75 
(n+l )  n+l )  1 n)  
f(x) -- 4 r f/x-AX) - ~ r f/xq-Ax)q- (l-r) ft~ /
Inserting aharmonic perturbation with respect to the 
steady state :
gives an ampli~cation factor : 
1 - r - l r  e J# $(n+1)  
G 
4 e-j0 ¢(n) 1 -~r  
with@ =wAx.  
The corresponding Nyquist-curves for r = .5, .75 and 1 
are given in figure 3. 
Fig. 3. Nyquist-curves for several relax- 
ation factors including acase o f  
optimal relaxation. 
The Nyquist-curves start for w = 0 for every relaxation 
factor from the point 1, except for the optimal relaxa- 
tion factor. The damping for r = r 0 is much stronger 
than for other , for the small wave numbers. 
Second example : p = 1 q = 1 
f/xa~l)----r f/n-+lA)T)+ ( l - r ) f in /  
r0= 1 
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The amplification factor is : 
G- -  1 - r  
1 - r e-J#' 
Figure 4 shows the Nyquist-curves for r = .5, 1, 1.5. 
The curve r = r 0 shrinks completely into the origin. So 
there is complete damping for r = r 0 for all wave num- 
bers. As a consequence, the steady state is reached in one 
iteration. Such a case will be caned a critical relaxation. 
[G] 
r=t~ 
Fig. 4. Nyqmst-curves for several 
relaxation factors including 
a case of optimal relaxation. 
The results of these examples can be generalised for a 
relaxation scheme of the type : 
with D = A +B +C. 
The amplification factor is : 
G - B +c J#' (8 )  
D-Ae-J#' 
{G{ < 1 if :  
CA+B) CA+C) > 0 (9) 
The equivalent equation is : 
(D-A)(~--fAt +at  1 a2f 2 af = --= At )+~---AxCA-C) 
z at z ox 
+ ~2f AtAxA-  1 a2_~f2Ax2(A+C) (101 
ax  
4 1 a3f AxAt 2A+.. .=0 
2 ax~t 2
The transfer velocity is : 
(A=C) Ax (11) 
VT = (D-A) At 
Optimal relaxation is reached for : 
A = D (12) 
(8) is then :
G = -c(1 -~#') 
A(1 - e-J #') 
r 
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The relaxation is also critical for : 
B=0 and C=0 (13) 
4.  APPLICATION TO A SYSTEM OF ONE-DIMEN- 
SIONAL EQUATIONS 
In the one-dimensional case, the quasi-linear system of 
equations (1) can be reduced to : 
u ~ = 0 (14) 
U is a diagonal matrix with dements equal to the eigen- 
values of A 1. In general, both positive and negative 
eigenvalues occur. A component of (14) is then : 
u ~ = 0 05)  
The associated hyperbolic time-dependent equation of 
(15) is then simply : 
af+u af = 0 (16) 
Hence, u has the character of a physical velocity. 
First, we notice that it is impossible to construct a first 
order relaxation scheme for (15) when u can have both 
positive and negative values. 
According to (6), a general first order scheme is : 
f(x,t +A~') = f(x,t) +Z [k f(x-Ax,t+At) + m I f(x,t+At) 
+m2f(x,t ) +n f(x+Ax,t)] 
with : 
Z_uE  x _  At and k+ml+m2+n=0 
f(x,t+At) = r f(x,t+A~) + (1-r)f(x,t) 
The amplification factor for a Fourier component is : 
G = (1-mlZ)  +(ml+m2)rZ  +nrZ eJ#' 
(1-mlZ)  - krZ e-J#' 
IG[ < 1 cannot be fulfiUed for #' = oJ Ax = n for both 
positive and negative Z. 
Secondly we notice that it is impossible to construct a
relaxation scheme in which a positive and a negative 
velodty are simultaneously optimally relaxed. 
Optimal relaxation implies by (11) that the correspond- 
ing transfer velocity in the equicalent equation becomes 
infinite. 
The positive velocity should of course be transformed 
to plus infinity. The negative velodty can either be 
transformed to plus or minus infinity. 
In the first case a region exists in which the physical 
negative velocity is transformed into a positive numerical 
transfer velocity. It is then impossible to use numerically 
the boundary conditions which apply to the physical 
transient problem (16). Although this is mathematically 
not necessary for the linearised equations, for nondinear 
equations, this difference in boundary conditions makes 
that a solution is obtained which is not the wanted one. 
In the second case the numerical domain of dependence 
of the scheme cannot include the domain of dependence 
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of the equivalent equation and stability cannot be 
guaranteed. The stability condition on transfer velocity 
is the CFL condition : 
V At~ 
TAx -1 
An example of a scheme which fulfils the previous re- 
quirements i  the following second order scheme : 
First step : downwind :
f(x,t+A~) - f(x,t) 
+ z[f(x+d~¢, t) + a f(x,t +A~') - (1 +a)f(x,t)] ---- 0 (17) 
Second step : upwind : 
f(x,t+A~ - f(x,t) 
Z [a f(x, t+At ) + f(x, t+Kt ) -a  f(x, t) - f(x-AT, t+At)] 
= 0 (18) 
Third step : relaxation :
f(x,t+At) = r I f(x,t +A'[) +r2f(x,t+At~ + (1-rl-r2)f(x,t) 
(19) 
This gives : 
( l+aZ) f(x, t +AT) = (1+ ¢Z) f(x, t) - Z[f(x+ AT,t) -f(x,t) ]
(I+O.Z) f(x,t +A~) 
= ( l+aZ)f (x , t ) -z [ f (x , t+A~)-  f(x-AY,t+At)] 
and 
f(x, t+At) = RX f(x-Ax,t +At) + (1 -RX 2) f(x,t) 
• .. + (-RX+RX2) f(x+Ax,t) (20) 
r andX-  Z with R= r 1 = r 2 = ~ 1+¢Z 
The equation (20) has the form (7) with 
D=I  A=RX B=I -RX 2 C=-RX+RX 2 
The conditions are : 
stability (9) : 
(i + P.X - Rx  2) (RX 2) ~ o 
optimal relaxation (12) : 
RX=I  
critical relas~ation (13) : 
1 -RX2=0 and -RX+RX2- -0  
Optimal rdaxation can only be reached for a positive 
velocity. This relaxation is also critical for R = 1 and 
X+=I .  
The' transfer velocity for R = 1 is : 
VT=A-C  Ax_2X-X  2 Ax 
D-A  At 1 -X  At 
This scheme can be immediately used on the original 
system : 
A 1 d~xx -- 0 (21) 
The steps are : 
downwind step : 
~ (x,t+A~)-~ (x,t) 
+ A 1 - ( l+a) (x,t -- 0 
(22) 
upwind step : 
(x,t +A~') - ~ (x,t) 
+A 1 -~[~ (x,t+A~) + oJ~ (x,t+A~) - a~ (x,t) -~(x-Ax,t+At)] 
= 0 (23) 
The equations (22) (23) are similar to the equations (17) 
(18) by replacing the scalar u by the matrix A 1 Ax" 
This means that all conditions that were imposed on u 
have to be imposed on the eigenvalues of A 1. The trans- 
fer corresponding to the largest positive igenvalue of 
A 1 can be critic.Mly relaxed. Perturbations transferred 
along this component are completely damped. 
There is no control on the transfer along the other 
eigenvalues. The attifinment of the steady state is then 
not determined by the internal damping but by the ex~ 
pulsion of perturbations along the characteristics of the 
hyperbolic time-dependent system : 
~t + A1 ax ~ = 0 (24) 
Although in this one-dimensional c se, the system (24) 
can be decoupled into pure advection equations, as a 
model of the more-dimensional hybrid system we have 
in mind, we only assume that the system (24) is de- 
coupled into subsets of two by two coupled equations 
and a number of pure advection equations. The subsets 
with matrices with eigenvalues of the same sign and 
the pure advection equations, correspond to the hyper- 
bolic parts of the steady equation. No special treatment 
is necessary for these quations. Perturbations with 
respect to the steady state are simply expfiised at the 
boundaries. The subsets with matrices with eigenvalues 
of opposite sign correspond to the elliptic parts of the 
steady equation. For these quations, the transfer 
corresponding to the positive igenvalues i  to be 
brought into critical relaxation. Transfer along the cor- 
responding characteristics s then completely damped 
and no waves attain the right boundary. Reflection is 
there suppressed. At the left boundary, the reflection 
has no influence on the convergence rate since all 
reflected waves are completely damped in the field. All 
perturbations tosteady state are then expulsed in a 
number of iterations which is proportional to the 
number of elements in the flow field. The rate of con- 
vergence is thus 0 (Ax) since increasing the number of 
elements in the flow fidd, only lineary increases the 
number of iterations necessary to reach a certain level 
of convergence when starting from the same initial state. 
The best scheme is reached when the transfer along the 
positive vdocity is critically relaxed and the transfer 
velocity corresponding to the negative velocity is 
maximised : 
V T ---- - Ls.x/At for X- = 1 
2 
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The one-dimeusional scheme can immediately be extend- ~ = A 1 = 0 0 u 0 
ed to two-dimensional applications for line relaxation on 0 0 u 
a mesh in which the transversal lines are straight and 
parallel to the y-axis. The discrefisation can easily be 7p 0 0 
!,[ I: o 
done by the Finite volume technique. The upwind and [ ,  0 p 0 0 w 0 
the downwind volume corresponding to the mesh point v 0 0 0 w 
(i, j) are depicted in F~ure 5. The two-dimensional A 2 = 0 v 0 1 A 3 = 0 
problem is formally similar to the one-dimensional c se 10 
when the time derivative term is distributed on the points 0 0 v 0 
(iorl,j) (i,j) ( i - l , j )  proportional to the coefficients of 0 7P 0 0 
these points for the flux through AB. 
I 
C 
A 
'D 
I - I~'~ 1 
Fig. 5. Choice of the upwind and down- 
wind dement. 
Due to the line by line treatment, the procedure isquasi 
one-dimensional. The convergence rate is thus only de- 
pendent on the mesh size in longitudinal direction. 
6. EXAMPLE 
A well known example of a system of equations of form 
(1) which is hybrid by the combination of hyperbolic 
and elliptic features in space is the set of Euler equations, 
describing inviscid compressible flow. 
The transient Euler equations are in conservative form : 
~+V.  -+ (pv) = o 
i}t 
+V.  (pV V) +Vp = 0 
.-). af: +v.   Hv)= o 
p is density, p is pressure, V is vtlocity with components 
u, v, w. H is total enthalpy, E is total energy. 
In quasidinear form this system is : 
~t +AIE+A2~+A3"~-z  =0 
with : 
o 
0 0 
w 0 
0 wl  
0 7p 
c is the velocity of sound and 7 is the adiabatic onstant 
c 2 = "/pip 
The eigenvalues of the matrix 
K = k I A 1% k2A 2 °r k3A 3 
are  : 
X 1 = 
X 4 = 
i 
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)`2 = )`3 = klU + k2v + k3w 
)`1 +c 
)'5 = )`1 - c 
The characteristic surfaces of the transient Euler equa- 
tions are a condid corresponding toX 4 and )`5 and three 
lines corresponding with the particle path. These lines 
are inside the cono~d. .+ 
In the supersonic case : {V~ > c, there exists at least one 
space direction with respect to which the system is 
hyperbolic. In the subsonic ase : IVI < c, all space 
directions are hybrid by combining both elliptic and 
hyperbolic features. In a mesh as described in section 5, 
the physical transfer velocities perpendicular to the 
transversal lines, corresponding to the elliptic part of 
the steady Euler equations are u + c and u - c. 
The transfer velocities corresponding to the hyperbolic 
part are all equal to u. 
According to section 4, a and At have to be chosen by : 
X+- -   (M+I )Co  ---- 1 
l+a(M+l)C o 
(M-1)Co 
X~ ~ 
1 +¢(M-1) C 0 2 
with C O - cA t and M = u 
Ax c 
This yields : 
a = (,~/'5+ I~M + 3 -x /5  ~ 1.3090 M - .3090 
2(X/5"-1) (25) 
C0= 2(,V~-1). ^ ~.7639 
(%/5 + 1) (1 -M z) 1 -M 2 
Since the physical transfer vdocities corresponding to
the hyperbdic part lie between u-c and u+c, the 
formula (25) can be used for the hyperbolic part too. 
Hence, for the Euler equations, it is not necessary to 
treat the steady elliptic and steady hyperbolic parts in 
different ways. 
The relaxation algorithm can of course be used in sulk+r- 
sonic parts of the flow field too. For transonic use X 
i 
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and X- can for instance be chosen as : 
fo rM<M 0:x  +=1 X-=-Q 
1-M 0 
for M > MO: X "l'= 1 X- = (M-1)/(M-M O- ~ )  
with Q = %/5-1 and M 0 ~ .95 
The technical details of the use of the overrelaxation 
technique go beyond the scope of this paper. These are 
described in [4]. 
The following example illustrates the convergence rate. 
The nozzle depicted in figure 6 has been subdivided into 
4 × 28, 8 × 56, 8 X 28 and 4 X 56 elements. 
,g )(28 
/ 
<= 
• #.0 
8 X56 
Fig. 6. Isomachlines for the 4 × 28 and 8 X 56 element 
cases .  
The initial state is a uniform flow with Mach number .6. 
The ratio of the outflow pressure to total inlet pressure 
is .718. The calculated isomachlines are shown in figure 
6 for the 4 X 28 and 8 X 56 cases. 
The results of these calculations are listed in table 1. 
TABLE 1. Results for the two-dimensional nozzle cal- 
culation 
number of elements 4X 28 8X 28 4X 56 8X 56 
final value of the .78444 .78375 .78860 .78868 
mean Mach number 
number of field iter: 
ations for a mean 57 58 132 135 
Mach number = 
.999 X final value 
corresponding line 1742 1764 7483 7207 
iiterations 
corresponding 
!equivalent field 64.5 65.3 136.0 131.0 
iterations (*) 
(*:) an equivalent field iteragon is defined as 27 or 55 line itera- 
• tions 
These results reveal dearly the linear convergence rate 
in AT and prove that the number of nodes in the trans- 
venal direction has no influence on the convergence rate. 
7. CONCLUSION 
By the preceding theory and computational example it
has been shown that the overrelaxation method can be 
used on hybrid systems of first order partial differenthl 
equations. The convergence rate is of the order of the 
mesh size. This is one order of magnitude better than 
a typical time-marching technique. 
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